The existence of a unimodal or monotonic pattern in species richness and diversity along an elevational gradient: a case study in Heydari Wildlife Refuge, NE Iran
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Abstract. This article presents an analysis of plant species richness and diversity, concerning some climatic variables along a 1500-m elevation gradient on the Binalood Mountain in Heydari Wildlife Refuge (HWR), northeastern Iran. Two hundred and thirteen nested-sampling quadrats were established and the abundance of the plants was recorded. Vegetation sampling was carried out from 2014 till 2016, following the physiocoological procedure. The size of the main plots was 100 m² with subplots of 1 and 25 m² inside. Hill numbers were used to assess the species richness and diversity. The relationships between species richness, diversity and environmental variables, i.e., temperature and precipitation, were obtained by using simple linear regression models. HWR was studied in order to: (1) examine the significant diversity pattern existing along the elevational gradient; (2) determine the main climatic variables associated with this pattern; (3) to establish whether the width of elevation classes modified the pattern or not. The monotonic and reductional diversity pattern in the study area indicates the importance of performing conservation programs for the maintenance and improvement of floriocenic diversity on accessible lowlands of the HWR. Modifying the width of elevation classes did not alter the general trend of the reductional diversity pattern. The regression curves suggested that differences in plant diversity along elevational gradients may be mainly influenced by temperature.
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INTRODUCTION

In many parts of the world, changes in land use, habitat fragmentation, and environmental stress have been intensified and often led to reduced biodiversity in natural ecosystems (Wilsey & Potvin, 2000). These changes are increasingly challenging the main objectives of ecosystem management, i.e., providing ecosystem services sustainable to the society and maintaining the biological diversity of ecosystems. Assessment of the spatial patterns of biodiversity, especially in relation to latitude and altitude (elevation), is one of the most challenging objectives in ecology. Latitudinal gradients in species richness and diversity are highly investigated and documented (Rahbek, 1997, 2005; Whittaker et al., 2001; Willig et al., 2003; Rohde, 1992; Spehn & Korner, 2010). Besides, research on biodiversity patterns, especially on elevational patterns at mountains, has been notably increasing all over the world (e.g. Spehn & Korner, 2010; Guo et al., 2013; Nogué et al., 2013). The tendency to study mountains is observed more often in extensive elevational gradients and diverse vegetation zones to examine diversity patterns (Underwood et al., 2009). Biogeographers such as Lomolino (2001) mentioned specific environmental and biogeographical factors responsible for different patterns of diversity distribution along latitudinal and altitudinal gradients. Comprehensive literature review by Rahbek (2005) showed the dominance of two main patterns of diversity-elevation: (1) unimodal pattern of species richness and diversity in elevational gradients (see Sánchez-González & López-Mata, 2005; Cardelús et al., 2006; Watkins et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009; Aynekulu et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2013); (2) monotonic decline in biodiversity with an ascending in elevation (e.g. Smith, 2015; Vázquez & Givnish, 1998; Stevens, 1992 and references therein) that is coincident with Rapoport’s elevation rule (Rapoport, 1982; Stevens, 1992) that proposes species found at higher elevations can tolerate a broad range of climatic conditions, leading to a broad elevation range. Species occurring at lower elevations are adapted to more specific temperature and rainfall conditions so they have narrow climatic tolerances and hence a smaller range, resulting in more species and more diversity (Bhattarai & Vetaas, 2006). Sometimes other patterns (e.g. Eisenlohr et al., 2013) are also observed in the mountains. Therefore, it is necessary to continued research on the diversity-elevation patterns on the basis of common diversity indices.

Diversity has two components: species richness, or the number of species in a given area, and evenness, or how well-distributed abundance or biomass is among species within a community (Magurran, 1988; Ejtehadi et al., 2009). There are numerous diversity indices introduced by scientists that well declare the variation of life. According to Morris et al. (2014), data mining for the identification of the index producing the most significant results should be avoided. Each diversity index has its own limitations. Hill numbers, or the effective number of species, are a mathematically integrated group of diversity indices (differing among themselves only by an exponent q) which overcome many of these limitations. They are increasingly used to illustrate the diversity of an assemblage (Chao et al., 2014). Despite the nomination, Hill numbers were first used in ecology by MacArthur (1965), developed by Hill (1973) and recently introduced again by Chao et al. (2014). For distinct advantages of Hill numbers, compared with other diversity indices, see Chao et al. (2014). Unequal sample size in different elevation sites, as in our case, recommends using Hill numbers, or the effective number of species, to assess the species richness and diversity at the arid grasslands.

Grasslands, covering as much as 25 % of the Earth’s lands, have provided considerable grazing files for both wild and domestic animals. Grasslands usually occur in hot summer temperatures and low precipitation. The steppe grasslands with limited distribution receive only 25-50 cm of rainfall each year, occurring in Central and Eastern Europe, Northern Eurasia, Western North America (Bahadur et al., 2015), and also in the mountains of the Mideast. Despite the importance of the direct and indirect benefits provided by these grasslands, few studies have covered the full elevation gradient to precisely describe existing variations in their structure and composition. Nevertheless, patterns in species richness and diversity and their relationship with soil and climate factors are unknown in the steppe grasslands. Heydari wildlife refuge (HWR), located in the Binalood mountains, Northeastern Iran in the Mideast, is dominated by steppe-cushion grasslands with a range of 1500-meter elevation gradient. The occurrence of xerophytic plant species and communities with heterogeneous distribution, human disturbances, agriculture and livestock grazing in some parts of the HWR and other drivers of environmental changes made it a suitable area for investigating diversity-elevation pattern. The study attempted to answer the following questions: Does species richness and diversity vary significantly with elevation change along the gradient studied? Do variations along the elevation gradient follow a
monotonic, unimodal or another pattern? What are the main environmental variables associated with these variations? And does changing the width of elevation classes modify the pattern? The answers to these questions seek to contribute knowledge on species richness and diversity patterns in a semiarid wildlife refuge.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area and its vegetation

The study was conducted at the Heydari wildlife refuge (HWR), in the Binalood Mountains, Khorassan-Razavi Province, NE Iran (36° 40'N, 58° 37'E, 1400-2900 m. a. s. l.) (Fig. 1). The wildlife refuge, with approximately 46350 ha., is characterized by an arid Irano-Turanian climate, based on Djamali et al. (2012). Mean annual temperature is 12.7 ºC and mean annual rainfall is 315 mm, most of which falls in autumn-winter (IRIMO, 2016: Quchan Station, 1994-2014 period). HWR, the largest wildlife refuge in the NE Iran, with 588 vascular plant species and subspecies, is covered by thorn-cushion plants mainly as different combinations of Acantholimon spp., Astragalus spp., and Acanthophyllum spp., and in the lower elevations, Artemisia and Artemisia-Astragalus steppes are dominated. The woodlands of Juniperus polycarpos Koch var. turcomanica (Fedtschenko) Adams occur as small patches in the uplands of the HWR (for more information on the floristic composition of the HWR refers to Atashgahi et al., 2018).

Methodology

Field surveys were conducted over three growth periods (2014–2016) during which 213 partial random nested quadrats (Fig. 2) were placed in different habitats along the elevational gradient (1400 to 2900 m). The abundance of vascular plants, along with the geographical position, elevation, aspect, and slope, was recorded in the field. The abundance data were managed and subjected to diversity indices by the software R (2016), package: inext (Chao et al., 2014; Hsieh et al., 2016). Although mountainous regions describing the natural layering of ecosystems occur at distinct altitudes (Daubenmire, 1943), it is difficult to determine altitudinal zones in the HWR. Such difficulties may have been due in part to the fact that cushion-steppe vegetation of HWR, despite shifting in floristic composition, is so homogenous and the available ecological surveys are so limited in this area. In this study, we specified altitudinal zones subjectively to see the effect of elevation class' width on the pattern of diversity along the elevation. Hill numbers (N₀, N₁, and N₂) were calculated at 95% confidence level in the four assigned elevation classes: (1) twelve 100 m elevation intervals (vertical elevation band), (2) six 200 m elevation intervals, (3) three 500 m elevation intervals, and (4) three unequal ones in which the range of three interval classes are 400, 600, 500 m.

Fig. 1. A: The map of Iran in the Middle East (prepared in R, 2016), the inset shows the location of the HWR, B: Topographic map of the HWR (after Atashgahi et al., 2018), showing the summer villages.
Mean annual temperature (°C) and precipitation (mm) for each sampling unit were extracted from Openmodeller (Muñoz et al., 2011) using climatological layers of southwest Asia (Hijmans et al., 2005). Linear regressions between elevation and temperature/precipitation were developed in R (2016) (Fig. 4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on Hill numbers (N₀, N₁, and N₂), species richness and diversity decline monotonically toward the highest elevation at the HWR. On the other hand, low elevations displayed more plant diversity than high mountains (Fig. 3). The trend was almost the same in all categories of elevational classifications, i.e., 100 m (Fig. 3: A1-A3), 200 m (Fig. 3: B1-B3), 500 m (Fig. 3: C1-C3), and unequal elevational bands (Fig. 3: D1-D3). Although adjacent classes didn’t show a significant difference in Hill numbers when the width of a class is small (i.e. 100 or 200 m, Fig. 3: A1-A3 or B1-B3), increasing the interval of elevational classes revealed significant differences resulting in discriminating vegetation on the basis of diversity. Mean annual precipitation and temperature were significantly correlated with elevation depicting a linear relationship (elevation vs. precipitation: $r^2 = 0.99$; elevation vs. temperature: $r^2 = 0.95$ $P < 0.0001$, see Fig. 4). The diversity of many taxonomic groups, including plants, decreases while moving from low to high latitudes (Gaston, 2000). Most major taxonomic groups are more diverse in tropical than in temperate regions, at low elevations than higher elevations, and in forests than deserts. Thus, relationships between species richness and environmental factors have been found to be associated with latitudinal and elevational gradients (Rohde, 1992).

At great elevational ranges a hump-shaped pattern of diversity usually dominates: for instance, at a 3300m elevational gradient in the Nepalese Himalaya (Bhattarai & Vetaas, 2006), a 2700m gradient in the Hubei Province, China (Hua, 2004), and a 5900m gradient in the Manang, Nepal (Subedi et al., 2015). However, it may not be a constant rule as in the case of greater elevational extents with a monotonic pattern in Costa Rica, about 3000m (Holdridge et al., 1971). The hump-shaped patterns may also occur at short elevational gradients (e.g. in Tennessee, 1200m (Whittaker, 1956), in Hyrcanian forests, Iran, 1300m (Atashgahi et al., 2015)). On the basis of the study on 443 elevational gradients all over the world, Guo et al. (2013) stated that mountains with greater elevational ranges and taxonomic groups that are more inclusive show proportionately more unimodal patterns in diversity whereas other ranges and taxa show highly variable gradients.

In all regions, lower elevations are most altered by threats such as human population density, agricultural activities and urbanization (Underwood et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2013). It is important to take into account that little information exists on the elevational distribution of plants in the HWR and its adjacent areas. Considering the location of several villages, mostly under cultivation and next to the lower boundaries of the HWR, one may consider that extending the sampling out of the borders of HWR may reveal human disturbances on decreasing diversity. Thus, the monotonic pattern of diversity (Fig. 3) may shift to a unimodal one. Undoubtedly, according to Rahbek (2005), the scale may affect patterns of diversity. Although more studies show a hump-shaped pattern at the regional elevation scale, this pattern may completely alter with scale. Therefore, the type of the pattern varies with the length of the gradient surveyed.
Fig. 3. Trends in changes of species diversity along an elevation gradient in the HWR based on Hill numbers ($N_0$, $N_1$, and $N_2$). Width of elevational band is 100 m (A1-A3), 200 m (B1-B3), 500 m (C1-C3), and unequal (D1-D3). Narrow bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. No significant differences are indicated by similar letters on each graph. The species diversity tends to decrease when elevation is increased. As obvious, the same trend is observed at all elevation intervals.

As a consequence of the short scale of extent, the altitudinal pattern in the HWR seems not to have a unimodal shape. The majority of the lowlands (<1800 m) with most species richness in the HWR (Fig. 3) are located in the north and northwestern parts of the area (Fig. 2). Agricultural activities are performed in the fertile lowlands outside HWR and extend into the flat areas and valleys of HWR. It is expected that the agricultural activities make the diversity reduced. In spite of this, low mountains and foothills surrounded by the agricultural lands in HWR are protected by farmers and act as islands which preserve unintentionally the natural vegetation from grazing and other human disturbances. This indirect protection, along with a suitable temperature, promotes plant growth conditions and maintains diversity at a high level. The elevational rule can be explained as being the results of differences in the breadth of climatic conditions that organisms experience along the geographical gradients (Stevens, 1992). The decreasing area of higher elevational bands and/or the isolation of mountaintops, in comparison with the valleys, may account for the decrease of the community richness with the increase of the elevation. Thus, the low species richness of high elevations may reflect the low rates of invasion and/or the high extinction rates of populations that colonize them (Stevens, 1992). At the highlands of HWR, having a cold temperature, the local reproductive rate of many species often falls below their mortality rate.
McCain & Grytnes (2010) have described biotic and abiotic factors that vary with elevation and can be important determinants of species richness. Local climatic conditions, such as prevailing winds, local temperature and precipitation regimes, may alter the pattern of species richness. In addition to local climatic conditions, humidity, soil composition, and solar radiation are important factors in determining altitudinal zones, which consequently support different vegetation types and animal species (Daubenmire 1943; Stevens, 1992). Several factors change predictably with the increase of elevation; the most obvious of which, is the general linear decrease in temperature. The most common elevational pattern is the increase of precipitation with the increase of elevation. This pattern predominates mountains at temperate latitudes and arid regions regardless of the latitude (McCain & Grytnes, 2010). Several scientists use the climatic factors to explain diversity pattern along the elevation gradients (Bhattarai & Vetaas, 2003; Watkins et al., 2006; McCain & Grytnes, 2010; Ribeiro, 2014). In the highlands of HWR, predominant dry-severe winds in the evenings may lead to the decrease of diversity, in addition to cold temperature and short growing season. In general, temperature (Fig. 3b) may be regarded as the main determinant of the elevational factors that manage the species richness pattern in HWR. This pattern of decreasing diversity is the consequence of the decrease of temperature and the increase of elevation. HWR, as an important ecosystem in the Northeast of Iran, is affected by such major negative impacts as the construction of roads, the conversion into agricultural lands, grazing, mining, over-collection of the medicinal plants and the introduction of exotics.
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